
Mapping NGS Data



Exercise 1 
Run shell script run_tuxedo.sh (to be explained)

1.   Find the file ch4_demo_dataset.tar.gz  in your ~/Data directory and unzip 

  $cd ~/Data 

  $tar -xvf ch4_demo_dataset.tar.gz 

2.   Copy shell script run_tuxedo.sh to ~/Data/ch4_demo_dataset/ and make it executable 
  $cp ~/Downloads/run_tuxedo.sh ~/Data/ch4_demo_dataset/ 

  $chmod 755 ~/Data/ch4_demo_dataset/run_tuxedo.sh  

3.  Change name of SL2.40ch04.fasta to SL2.40ch04.fa 
  $mv ~/Data/ch4_demo_dataset/bwt2_index/SL2.40ch04.fasta  ~/Data/ch4_demo_dataset/bwt2_index/SL2.40ch04.fa 

4. run shell script from ~/Data/ch4_demo_dataset/ 

  $cd ~/Data/ch4_demo_dataset/ 

  $./run_tuxedo.sh .   
This will run ~15 minutes.  We’ll discuss what it is doing while it runs.
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2. Assembly 
De novo vs Reference-guided

Reference-guided - map to previously-assembled genome or transcriptome 

✤  pros: computationally easier 

✤  cons: must have good reference assembly to a related species, may miss some 
transcripts 

De novo - cluster reads into transcripts 

✤  pros: no prior assemblies/annotations necessary 

✤  cons: more difficult, more memory needed 
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Exercise 1 (cont’d)
Two RNA-seq datasets used in the tomato genome project were downloaded from 
the SRA in .sra format and extracted using the SRA toolkit (NCBI).   

                                    http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra 

They were already cleaned using fastq-mcf. All data is from S. pimpinellifolium.

Datasets : 
              - breaker fruit (two files) 
              - immature fruit (two files) 

In this exercise, we will map the reads to tomato chromosome 4 using 
reference-guided assembly



Exercise 1 (cont’d)

What does run_tuxedo.sh do? 

It is a shell script that runs 6 linux commands (each can be typed 
in a terminal) 

STEP 1: uses bowtie2-build to index the tomato reference file.   
~2 minutes 

 $bowtie2-build bwt2_index/SL2.40ch04.fa bwt2_indexch04 

STEPS 2-5: use tophat2 to map each fastq file in  
ch4_demo_dataset/  to the reference.  ~3 minutes each step 

      $tophat2 -o SRR404334_tophat_out/ --no-novel-juncs --no-coverage-search \   

bwt2_index/ SL2.40ch04 breaker/SRR404334/SRR404334_ch4.fq     



Exercise 1 (cont’d)

STEP 6: runs cufflinks, but we will discuss this part later  



2. Assembly 
Reference-guided Assembly

✦ http://tophat.cbcb.umd.edu/ 

✦ deals with splice junctions 

✦  Illumina RNA-Seq reads (paired or single-end)



2. Assembly 
Reference-guided Assembly

Tophat output: 

✦  bam file of mapped reads (bam = compressed .sam file) 

✦  bed files: junctions, insertions, deletions 

* Look into each output directory (breaker , immature_fruit) and 
 convert accepted_hits.bam to accepted_hits.sam using samtools       
   $samtools view -ho accepted_hits.sam accepted_hits.bam



2. Assembly 
Sam Format

* reference-guided assembly output



2. Assembly 
Sam Format



2. Assembly 
Sam Format

Excellent explanation for 
bitwise flags found here: 
http://seqanswers.com/forums/
showthread.php?t=2301

Tool to translate meaning 
of bitwise flag: 
http://
picard.sourceforge.net/
explain-flags.html



2. Assembly 
Sam Format

Cigar String



2. Assembly 
Manipulating Sam Files with Linux

1. Convert accepted_hits.bam to accepted_hits.sam 
     $samtools view -ho accepted_hits.sam accepted_hits.bam 

2. How many reads are in the tophat2 output file?                   
     $grep -v ^@ accepted_hits.sam |wc 

2. How many chromosomes are in the reference file?      
  $grep ^@SQ accepted_hits.sam |wc 

3. How many reads map to each chromosome? 

   $grep -v ^@ accepted_hits.sam |cut -f3 |sort |uniq -c  



2. Assembly 
Viewing Output

Tablet (http://bioinf.scri.ac.uk/tablet/)

On your machine: 
 $ cd ~/Tablet 
 $ ./tablet 

Indexing files for Tablet: 
1. reference: 

 samtools faidx SL2.40ch04.fa 

2. bam: 
 samtools index

Load into Tablet: 
1. reference .fa file 
2. mapped reads .bam file 
3. annotations .gff3 file



2. Assembly 
Viewing Output

 - Samtools tview



2. Assembly 
Viewing Output

JBrowse
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3. Analysis 
Assembly Stats

How good is the assembly? 
✤  Check for contaminants by using BLAST to search appropriate databases (SeqClean) 

✤  How many contigs are there vs how many genes expected - total sequence length?  

✤  Length of contigs - compare to known long transcripts?  

✤  How many reads map (reference-guided)?



3. Analysis 
What information can be gained?

    RNA-Seq

  SNPs       Expression

     Annotations



3. Analysis 
Expression

Differential gene and transcript expression analysis of 

RNA-seq experiments with TopHat and Cufflinks 
• Cole Trapnell, Adam Roberts, Loyal Goff, Geo Pertea, Daehwan Kim, David R Kelley, 

Harold Pimentel,Steven L Salzberg, John L Rinn & Lior Pachter 



Exercise 2

What does run_tuxedo.sh do? (cont’d) 

STEP 6: Use cuffdiff to detect differentially 
expressed genes in immature and breaker fruit 
using known chromosome 4 tomato gene models 
$cuffdiff -o cuffdiff_out -b bwt2_index/SL2.40ch04.fa -u annotation/
ITAG2.3_gene_models_ch4.gtf  breaker/SRR404334/SRR404334_ch4_thout/
accepted_hits.bam,breaker/SRR404336/SRR404336_ch4_thout/accepted_hits.bam 
immature_fruit/SRR404331/SRR404331_ch4_thout/ accepted_hits.bam,immature_fruit/
SRR404333/SRR404333_ch4_thout/accepted_hits.bam                           

                       ~5 minutes



Cufflinks can also be used for: 

✦  strand-specific RNA-seq 

✦  novel transcript discovery in annotated genomes 

✦  identification of novel splice variants 

✦  detecting transcripts in genomes without annotation 

For protocols see: 

Differential gene and transcript expression analysis of RNA-seq 
experiments with TopHat and Cufflinks (Trapnell et al., 2012).

3. Analysis 
Expression



3. Analysis 
Expression

Total exon reads

This is the number of reads that have been mapped to a region in which an exon is annotated for the gene or across the boundaries of two exons or an intron and an exon for 

an annotated transcript of the gene. 

Exon length

This is calculated as the sum of the lengths of all exons annotated for the gene. Each exon is included only once in this sum, even if it is present in more annotated transcripts 

for the gene. Partly overlapping exons will count with their full length, even though they share the same region.

Mapped reads

The Total gene reads for a gene is the total number of reads that after mapping have been mapped to the region of the gene. Thus this includes all the reads uniquely mapped 

to the region of the gene as well as those of the reads which match in more places (below the limit set in the dialog in figure 18.127) that have been allocated to this gene's 

region. A gene's region is that comprised of the flanking regions (if it was specified in figure 18.127), the exons, the introns and across exon-exon boundaries of all transcripts 

annotated for the gene. Thus, the sum of the total gene reads numbers is the number of mapped reads for the sample.

Computational methods for transcriptome annotation and quantification using RNA-seq 
Manuel Garber, Manfred G Grabherr, Mitchell Guttman & Cole Trapnell 

*Cufflinks uses the analogous FPKM

Definition of RPKM:
Reads Per Kilobase of exon model per Million mapped reads  
[Mortazavi et al., 2008]:  



3. Analysis 
Expression

Challenges 

✦ paralogs/reads that map to more than one place 

✦ Cufflinks divides these evenly across the matches or tries to 
assign them a location based on expression of surrounding 
reads.



Expression 

Cufflinks Output: 

3. Analysis 

 - extract genes that have a significant value for differential expression 

$awk  ' $14 = "yes" {print $0} '  gene_exp.diff > significant_genes.txt



Other useful tools
✦  Bedtools - used to compare features. 

✦  snpeff - gives predicted effect of SNP (synonymous, nonsynonymous, etc). 

✦  sra toolkit - for converting NGS data files from the SRA. 

✦  Picard -  duplicate detection, etc. 

✦  Prinseq - duplicate removal

✦  Dindel - indel calling from NGS mapping data. 

✦  R Packages: Bioconductor, DESeq, edgeR  

✦  seqanswers


